
 
Abstract - In this paper, we performed a comparative 

study in two research domains to develop a method of early 
detection of seeds of innovations. We divided the papers in 
each research domain into clusters using the topological 
clustering method, tracked the evolution of the clusters and 
the positions of the papers in each cluster, and visualized 
citation networks with cluster name for each cluster. And we 
also investigated the correlation between future times cited 
and three measures of centrality, i.e., clustering centrality, 
closeness centrality, betweenness centrality, the effect of 
aging and of self-correlation of times cited. With these 
analyses, we proposed how to distinguish incremental and 
radical innovations, to detect emerging papers which could 
be seeds of radical innovations, and to predict the capability 
of academic papers to be cited in the future. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
 Early detection of scientific papers as the seeds of 
industrial innovations is significant task for not only 
scholars at universities and research institutes but also 
engineers and policy makers in business and government 
domains. However, with today’s increase of scientific 
knowledge measured by the number of academic papers, 
it is becoming difficult to detect significant publications 
which could be the seeds of innovations. Therefore, 
scientific and technical intelligence to discover core 
papers among numerous academic papers is in strong 
demand. 

As already pointed out by other researchers, different 
motivations contribute to citation behavior. For instance, 
MacRoberts et al. pointed problems of citation-based 
analysis such as biased citing, self-citing, and the 
existence of not-cited influential papers [1]. Despite these 
claims, there is general agreement that highly cited papers 
can be regarded, at least, as landmarks that pioneered a 
new research domain, i.e., seeds of innovations. Therefore, 
it is a meaningful and challenging task to discover 
candidate papers that will pioneer new research domains 
and will therefore gain higher citations but are yet not 
common. If we can predict future citation behavior for 
individual papers, we can automatically detect future core 
papers or, at the very least, obtain suggestions of them. 

In the field of scientometrics, there are some works 
aiming to understand how each paper will be cited in the 
future. These works can be divided into the following two 
types: variable analysis and topological analysis [2]. The 
first type, variable analysis, predicts future citation 

behavior by the attribute data of the papers. Examples of 
attribute data are author prestige and the perceived quality 
of a paper. Another type is topological analysis that 
predicts future citation behavior by topological indicators 
in citation networks. Topological analysis is based on 
relational data. The number of links is one such 
topological indicator. Adams et al. investigated the 
relationship between times cited on publication and that 
some years later [3]. Their results showed that times cited 
for two years after publication has a meaningful 
correlation with times cited after that.  Shibata et al. 
investigated the relationships between times cited and 
topological measures, such as clustering coefficient, 
closeness centrality and betweenness centrality [4]. 
Among them, betweenness centrality had a meaningful 
effect to predict future citations in a certain case. But in 
another case, it does not explain citations. 

In this paper, we investigate citation networks to 
develop a method for early detection of core papers. And 
we also investigate the prerequisites for betweenness 
centraility to predict future citations. Different innovation 
types, i.e., incremental innovation and radical innovation, 
are the key [5]. We performed a comparative study by 
analyzing citation networks in two research domains: 
gallium nitride (GaN) and complex networks (CNW). We 
take these cases because they are typical examples of 
recent remarkable innovations having somehow different 
characteristics. Research in GaN has incrementally 
developed in the field of applied physics. However, 
radical innovation occurs in CNW. First, we investigated 
the factors determining the capability of academic papers 
to be cited in the future by a topological analysis of 
citation networks. Then, we compared, analyzed the 
difference between two knowledge domains and 
developed a method to detect core papers. 
 

II.  METHODOLOGY 
 

In this section, proposed methodology of this research 
is shown. Analyzing schema is depicted in Fig. 1. The 
step (1) is to collect the data of each knowledge domain. 
We collect citation data from the Science Citation Index 
(SCI) and the Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) 
compiled by the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI), 
which maintains citation databases covering thousands of 
academic journals and offers bibliographic database 
services, because SCI and SSCI are two of the best 
sources for citation data. The step (2) is to make citation 
networks for each year. The problem, how we should 
define a research domain, is difficult to solve. One 
solution is to use a keyword that seems to represent the 
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research domain. When we collect papers retrieved by the 
keyword, we can make the corpus for the research domain. 
In the step (3), only the data of the largest-graph 
component is used, because this paper focuses on the 
relationship among papers, and we should therefore 
eliminate papers that have no link with any other papers. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Methodology in this paper. 

 
Before analyzing correlation, we compared three 

types of citation networks, co-citation [6], bibliographic 
coupling [7], and direct citation networks. We constructed 
and compared three types of citation networks as methods 
of step (1) to (3). However, in co-citation and 
bibliographic coupling, core papers sometimes were not 
included in the largest component, especially soon after 
these papers were published [8]. Therefore, the direct 
citation network has the least risk of missing emerging 
research domains because core papers are always included 
in the largest component and, in the followings, only the 
case for direct citation is analyzed. 

After extracting largest connected component, in the 
step (4), we investigate the correlation factors between 
future times cited and three measures of centrality, i.e., 
clustering centrality, closeness centrality, and 
betweenness centrality. We also analyzed the effect of 
aging and of self-correlation of times cited. Clustering 
centrality, Cl[i], is a measure to represent the local 
density of a link around a node. If node i has k neighbors, 

at maximum, 2
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kkCk  edges could exist among these 

neighboring nodes. Cl[i] is defined as the fraction of these 
allowable edges that actually exist. Therefore, Cl[i] 
reflects the extent to which friends of i are also friends of 
each other. The nodes with high Cl[i] occupy a central 
position in the locally clustered neighboring nodes. The 
papers citing co-cited papers have high Cl[i]. Closeness 
centrality is defined as the average distance from a given 
node to all other nodes. More precisely, the closeness 

centrality of node i Cc[i] is given by ij
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where ijd  is the number of links in the shortest path from 
node i to node j [9]. Closeness centrality is an inverse 
measure of centrality in that a larger value indicates a less 
central actor, while a smaller value indicates a more 
central node. Closeness centrality is most frequently used 
to measure the relative accessibility of a node to the other 
nodes in a network, and can also be interpreted as 
measuring the degree of independence from others in the 
network. Papers dealing with a wide range of topics are 
expected to have high Cc[i]. Betweenness centrality is the 
fraction of the shortest paths going through a given node. 
The betweenness centrality of node i, Bc[i] is given by  
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, where st  is the total number of shortest 

paths from node s to node t, and ist  is the number of 
shortest paths from s to t going through i [10]. 
Betweenness centrality is a measure of the extent to which 
a vertex lies on the paths between others and can also be 
interpreted as measuring the influence a node has over the 
spread of information through the network. A paper with 
high Bc[i] bridges unconnected papers. 

 
III.  RESULTS 

 
We searched the papers using the following terms as 

queries: “GaN OR Gallium Nitride” for the first domain, 
and “social networks OR social network OR random 
networks OR random network OR small-world OR scale-
free OR complex networks” for the second domain. As a 
result, we obtained the data of 15,134 papers on GaN and 
7,370 papers on CN that had been published from 1970 to 
2004. 

In the following, clustering centrality, closeness 
centrality, betweenness centrality, times cited, and age in 
year t are expressed as Cl(t), Cc(t), Bc(t), TC(t), and 
Age(t), and the correlation coefficient between variable A 
and B was COR[A, B]. The results of correlation analysis 
as descried as step (4) between TC(t+m) and Cl(t), Cc(t), 
Bc(t), TC(t), or Age(t) are shown in Fig. 2. In the case of 
GaN, although TC(t+m) was mainly determined by TC(t) 
and Bc(t), trends could be mainly divided into two types, 
depending on the developmental stage of the research 
domain. One was before the early stage, from 1992 to 
1994, and the other was after the expansion stage, later 
than 1995. At the initial and early stages, COR[TC(t), 
TC(t+m)] were largest at smaller m, and they became 
smaller as m became larger. On the other hand, 
COR[Bc(t), TC(t+m)] were largest at larger m.  

In the case of CNW, The period until 1998 was 
similar to those of the expansion or maturation stage in 
GaN. For instance, comparing Fig. 2(a-2) with Fig. 2(b-1), 
we can easily see that these two were similar. However, 
after 1999, the influence of all five indicators on TC(t+m), 
especially in the case of large m, became smaller than 
before. It is likely that some event occurred around 1999 
to upset the stable circumstances up to 1998. Why did this 
phenomenon occur? There were few bridges between 
papers by sociologists and papers by physicists. Fig. 3 is a 
visualization of citation network for CNW in 2001. There 
were only “weak ties” between hub papers of sociological 
papers as Freeman, 1979 and ones of physical as Watts, 
1998. Here, we hypothesized that a new knowledge 
domain was born in 1998, and performed analysis only 
using papers published after 1998. This result is shown in 
Fig. 2 (c). The correlation coefficients in Fig. 2 (c) are 
mostly similar to those of GaN at the initial or early stage. 
In fact, in the “new domain” including only papers 
published after 1998, TC(t) was a good indicator for 
predicting near TC(t+m) with small m, and Bc(t) was a 
good indicator for predicting TC(t+m) with large m. 

The mechanism by which papers whose betweenness 
centrality was high will have more citations in the distant 



 

future could be reasonably explained. As already 
mentioned, betweenness centrality is a measure of the 
extent to which a vertex lies on the paths between others, 
and can be interpreted as a measure representing the 
influence of a node over the spread of information 
through a network. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider 
that papers with high Bc(t) connected knowledge in 
different domains that had not cited each other frequently. 
In sum, papers that had few citations but connected some 
unconnected existing domains at the early stage tend to 
gain many citations. 
 

 
Fig. 2.  Correlation coefficients between TC(t+m) and Cl(t), Cc(t), Bc(t), 
TC(t), or Age(t) in (a-1)1992 for GaN, (a-2)1995 for GaN, (b-1)1998 for 

CNW, (b-2)2001 for CNW, and (c)1999 for CNW of after 1998. (The 
black circle showed Cl(t), the white triangle did Cc(t), the black triangle 
did Bc(t), the black square did TC(t) and the white square did Age(t).) 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Visualization of citation network of Complex Networks in 2001. 
(Only the papers TC(2001)≧5 were visualized and the sizes of circles 

were the relative value of TC(2001), which were also described in 
parentheses. Black circles are papers published in physics journals and 

gray ones in sociological ones.) 
 

IV.  DISCUSSION 
 

In the case of CNW, future citation behavior could be 
predictable if we performed analysis only using papers 
published after 1998, many of which formed an emerging 
knowledge domain published in physics journals. 
However, is there other ways to distinguish emerging 
knowledge domain from established ones? We 
investigated topological clustering and visualized citation 
networks. Fig. 4 is a time series of a citation network. The 
networks were divided into clusters using the topological 
clustering method [11], which is not fuzzy. Newman’s 
algorithm discovers tightly knit clusters with a high 

density of within-cluster edges. After clustering, in order 
to visualize citation maps, we used large graph layout 
(LGL), an algorithm developed by Adai et al. [12], which 
can be used to dynamically visualize large networks in the 
order of hundreds of thousands of nodes and millions of 
edges, and applies a force-directed iterative layout guided 
by a minimal spanning tree of the network in order to 
generate coordinates for the nodes in two or three 
dimensions. We visualize the citation network by 
expressing inter-cluster links as the same color. Through 
this visualization, clusters are intuitively understood. 

These visualization showed differences between GaN 
and CNW were visible with visualizations. In GaN, each 
cluster was difficult to distinguish, and the entire papers 
incrementally increased as one strongly connected body. 
In contrast to GaN, we could interpret as clusters emerge 
from traditional research domains but not in those 
domains and form a new research domain. These 
visualizations enabled us to understand when these 
clusters emerged visibly. These two types of growth fit 
the concepts “incremental innovations” and “radical 
innovations” as Christensen categorized [13]. 

Detecting emerging knowledge domains is significant 
task to predict future citation behavior. In order to detect 
emerging knowledge domains, we have to judge the 
innovations are incremental or radical and figure out 
emerging papers from a knowledge domain. Our first 
challenge is to distinguish these two types innovation, i.e. 
incremental and radical ones, with topological measures. 
The role of each paper in topology is determined by its 
within-cluster degree and its participation coefficient, 
which define how the node is positioned in its own cluster 
and between clusters [14]. This method is based on the 
idea that nodes with the same role should be at similar 
topological positions. These two properties can easily be 
calculated after clustering the network. Within-cluster 
degree zi measures how ‘well connected’ node i is to other 
nodes in the cluster and zi is high if the within-cluster 
degree is high and vice versa. Participation coefficient Pi 
measures how ‘well distributed’ the edges of node i are 
among different clusters and Pi is close to 1 if its edges 
are uniformly distributed among all the clusters and 0 if 
all its edges are within its own cluster. Guimerà and 
Amaral applied this analysis to biological networks and 
heuristically defined seven different universal roles, by a 
different region in the z-P parameter space. 

Fig. 5 shows plots of z and P for the top ten papers in 
the number of citations of 2000 in GaN and of 2004 in 
CNW. These scores have year-to-year variation. There is 
a remarkable difference between these two types of 
innovation, incremental and radical innovations. In GaN, 
where incremental innovation occurred, the top ten papers 
changed position from bottom-left (peripheral nodes) to 
upper-center (connector hubs) as the domain developed. 
However, in CNW, where radical innovation occurred, 
the top ten papers moved from bottom-left (ultra-
peripheral nodes) to upper-left (provincial hubs). This 
result revealed that although sociological papers were 
globally central before physics papers started to be 



 

published, these became not connector hubs but 
provincial hubs after the activated centre of research 
shifted from sociology to physics. 
 

 
Fig. 4.  Visualization of the evolution of citation network in (a) GaN and 

(b) Complex networks. (The position of each citation is calculated by 
using the citation data from 1970 to final year and then fixed in other 

figures) 
 

 
Fig. 5.  Changes in roles of top ten papers of times cited in (a) GaN, and 

(b) Complex networks. 
 

Second challenge here is to develop a method to 
detect emerging knowledge domain. Hub papers were 
shown in Table I, and the visualization of the clustering 
result of CNW in 1999 was shown in Fig. 6. Note that 
only the papers and clusters where #papers≧25, times 
cited till 1999≧10, year≧1994 were shown. Only the 
cluster names in Fig. 6 were manually assigned. The 
papers in the #4 "Physics, Small-World" cluster, whose 
average age was a mere 1997.3 (1.7 years old), apparently 
had different research topics from other domains, whereas 
papers of other clusters were mainly published on 
sociological journals. 

The analysis of combination of z&P analysis and 
published year of hub papers enabled us to detect 
emerging knowledge domain more effectively. Fig. 7 was 
a plot of z and P of hub papers in Table 1. The size of 
circle represented the relative published year, which was 
year-1970. Hub papers in emerging clusters should be 
larger circles, which meant relatively young, and at upper-
left, which did provincial hubs. In this case, the hub paper 
of cluster #4 “Watts DJ, 1998, NATURE, V393, P440” 

satisfied this requirement best. In summary, emerging 
cluster could have following features: 1)z of hub papers 
are large and P are small, 2)hub papers are young, and 
3)topics, which could be represented by cluster names, are 
different from other clusters. 

In summary, we investigated how to detect the seeds 
of innovations using citation analysis. Two types of 
innovation can be distinguished by using topological 
measures, i.e., z and P. In incremental innovation, 
breakthrough occurs and develops within traditional 
research clusters, and reflecting it hub papers are 
connector hubs with large z and large P. On the other 
hand, in radical innovation, breakthrough occurs from 
traditional research clusters but develops as an 
independent cluster. In this case, active research centers 
shift rapidly, and hub papers become provincial hubs with 
large z and small P. Therefore, monitoring z and P enable 
us to judge how each domain developed. 

In order to detect emerging papers, which could be 
seeds of radical innovations, our analysis of combination 
of z&P analysis and published year of hub papers are 
effectively. We focus hub papers in emerging clusters, 
which should be provincial hubs, be relatively young, and 
deal different topics from other clusters. Emerging papers 
can be extracted by detecting clusters which have 
following features: 1)z of hub papers are large and P are 
small, 2)hub papers are young, and 3)topics, which could 
be represented by cluster name, are different from other 
clusters. 

After emerging papers are detected, future times cited 
can be predictable only in incremental innovations. The 
correlation analysis showed that two variables, times cited 
and betweenness centrality, were the main factors 
influencing future times cited. Influences on future times 
cited differed depending on the developmental stage. 
After the expansion stage when the amount of knowledge 
increased dramatically, times cited strongly correlated 
with future times cited. However, it is noteworthy that, at 
the early stage, betweenness centrality was the best 
indicator for predicting the distant future times cited, and 
the correlation between betweenness centrality and the far 
future number of times cited became larger as the span for 
prediction became larger. This might be because 
betweenness centrality depended on the macro-structure 
of the network, while the number of times cited was 
calculated only by citations from the nearest neighbors. 
This made betweenness centrality a better indicator to use 
in long-term prediction. 
 

V.  CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we performed a comparative study in 

two research domains to develop a method of early 
detection of seeds of innovations. We divided the papers 
in each research domain into clusters using the 
topological clustering method, tracked the evolution of 
the clusters and the positions of the papers in each cluster, 
and visualized citation networks with cluster name for 
each cluster. And we also investigated the correlation 



 

between future times cited and three measures of 
centrality, i.e., clustering centrality, closeness centrality, 
betweenness centrality, the effect of aging and of self-
correlation of times cited. With these analyses, we 
proposed how to distinguish incremental and radical 
innovations, to detect emerging papers which could be 
seeds of radical innovations, and to predict the capability 
of academic papers to be cited in the future as followings: 
1. After papers are divided into clusters, two types of 

innovation can be distinguished by using topological 
measures, i.e., z and P. 

 If both z and P are large, hub papers are the 
seeds of incremental innovations. 

 Else if z is large but P is small, hub papers are 
the seeds of radical innovations. 

2. In the case of radical innovations, emerging papers 
can be extracted by detecting clusters which have 
following features: 1) z of hub papers are large and P 
are small, 2)hub papers are young, and 3)topics, 
which could be represented by cluster name, are 
different from other clusters. 

3. After emerging papers are detected, future times 
cited can be predictable by two variables, times cited 
and betweenness centrality. 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 6.  Clustering result and visualization with cluster names of 

complex networks in 1999. 
 

 
Fig. 7.  z&P plot of hub papers in complex networks in 1999. 
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  TABLE I. Clusters and hub papers of complex networks in 1999. 
id #papers average age Papers (TC(1999) 10) TC(1999) 
1 318 1992.0 EMIRBAYER M, 1994, AMER J SOCIOL, V99, P1411 10 
2 175 1993.8 CAIRNS RB, 1995, CHILD DEVELOP, V66, P1330 10 

KLOVDAHL AS, 1994, SOC SCI MED, V38, P79 27 
NEAIGUS A, 1994, SOC SCI MED, V38, P67 21 
WOODHOUSE DE, 1994, AIDS, V8, P1331 17 

3 60 1996.4 

ROTHENBERG RB, 1995, SOC NETWORKS, V17, P273 10 
4 29 1997.3 Watts DJ, 1998, NATURE, V393, P440 14 

 


